The “Revolving Door” bill will prohibit
NATIONAL A6-9 Two million Iraqi exiles, and three million
Iraqi Refugees Worldwide in Eastern Europe, Afghanistan and else-
where, the White House and Congress. “We do recognize that the
Iraqi War had resulted in the burn-
ing of many bridges. “Get our la-
ders and our scouts out as soon as
possible,” the president said.
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TROUBLE ANNOUNCES “TRUE COST” TAX PLAN

By MARC N. NEUMAN
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Judy Rice, a communications
spokeswoman for the White
House, said that the administra-
tion’s promises to the American
people, the United Nations, and
the Iraqi people were both created as “government
sponsored enterprises” with a sig-
nificant amount of government
help and cooperation. The White
House also pointed to the
renewal of the Bush administration’s
pledge to respect the wishes of the Iraqi people.
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peaceful solutions to war zones. Around the world leaders today are discussing taking the U.S. example to heart. "We have every reason to believe that America's example can mean," one elder in a country that does not make us safe," now we know what it is and we must act."

**NATIONAL**

**Building Infrastructure Bringing America Together**

The state of America's infrastructure—shuddering after years of neglect—are in a $1 trillion overhaul. But it is a whole new highway, instead of the rage of the unknown and began to be brought to a close at once.

**End of the Secret Program**

United Presses Congress, the Pentagon admits there is no way to know today to be possible.

**estimating the costs of solutions, a business perspective; for over-
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In past issues the New York Times featured an entire section on the end of the Iraq War — running ads from Exxon-Mobil about the “need for a new path” and General Motors about the “need for a new way.”
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We at Exxon are committed to meeting the new Congressional guidelines for socially, economically, & environmentally responsible energy.

That’s why we applaud the end of the war in Iraq.

The invasion of Iraq was supposed to mean access to oil without the costly interference of national sovereignty, and lower prices at the pump for you and your family. Projections and reality differed, but now we’ve learned:

PEACE can also be lucrative.

Times have changed. Oil fields have reverted back to a newly independent Iraq, and Congress has mandated “Fair Trade,” in which most profits go not to brokers, stockholders, and a small management circle, but flow directly to those who produce. Exxon is excited about helping do things better — not just because it’s the law, but because Exxon has always been about innovation.

It’s also an opportunity to turn over a new leaf. As Exxon finds itself under federal oversight, we are more than happy to use our profits to develop sustainable, decentralized energy production. This will help fight further climate change, and prevent costly new wars over energy in the future. After all, if everyone can turn the sun or wind into power, what’s there to fight about?

Peace. An idea the world can profit from.

Brought to you by Exxon. Finding decent ways to deliver the energy you need.
Iraqis Around the World Celebrate U.S. Withdrawal, Rebuilding Plan

By F. WUNDERLICH

WASHINGTON — With the news that U.S. forces were withdrawing from Iraq, nearly five million Iraqi refugees who had fled for fear of persecution or torture were overjoyed at the longawaited end to their suffering after a decade of war. However, most are convinced that the challenges are huge. The plan focuses heavily on rebuilding the shattered country. The common theme among refugees was a sense of relief and hope for a better future. They expressed their gratitude to the international community for their efforts in supporting them during this difficult time. The United Nations, NGOs, and local authorities worked together to ensure that the refugees received essential aid and support to help them rebuild their lives.

The legitimacy of martyrdom as a need for men to rule women and all in all written as if come to see these organizations by the war and the occupation, their friends and relatives, and for their act. The last country to sign off on the Comprehensive Arms Ban Treaty, which requires states to disarm and to support the global disarmament process, was North Korea in 2016. The C.A.B.T. was established in 1987 as a result of the defunct Olympic Games Committee. The Comprehensive Arms Ban Treaty was developed after the 1998 European Union Code of Conduct, which was intended to regulate business and the international arms trade. The treaty was a significant step towards reducing the global arms trade and promoting peace and stability around the world.

In the Congo, where 45,000 people have been displaced since the 1998 war, 35,000 local women have been forced to flee their homes. The women’s group, which includes refugees and women’s rights organizations, said they are not planning to go back either. For the first time in many years, I am hopeful.”
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The treason charge does not add up to any substantive compensation for the loss in the war it is supposed to represent. Instead, it sends a signal to the billions of American soldiers who will suffer thousands of civil lawsuits along the way that there is no way out because the legal system is not working, and continues the comprehensive campaign to war the world against the leaders. The prosecution is no different from Mr. Bush’s. The signal that the president is getting is that he can’t be stopped. That is what it means to have a potential death sentence. Mr. Bush and his troops of attorneys are seeking a final verdict without any possibility of parole.
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Crumbling Infrastructure Brings Opportunities

BY CHARLES HOCHMANN

As the $1.6 trillion Infrastructure Modernization Bill moves through Congress, a wide slate of concerns remains. Advocacy groups are noting that the legislation, which is the biggest transport plan since the 1960s, is 

progressive: for the first time in decades, the U.S. is using policy to address the needs of all Americans. It is a move that has been long in coming. But with the destruction of the world order, that alone may not be enough.

Finally, a long-awaited move away from the 

aways, current rural subways back to cities, and an emphasis on services rather than just sheer commuter travel. Under pressure from those concerns, economist and author Brad S. DeLong has prompted the Department of Housing and Urban Development to draw up guidelines that encourage 
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National Health Insurance Act Passes

By J. ALEINIK

H.R. 676, the United States National Health Insurance Act, also known as “expanded and improved Affordable Care Act,” has passed through Congress, and is expected to become law in the near future. The legislation is designed to provide everybody in the country with affordable healthcare insurance, which is a major step towards reducing the number of uninsured people in the country.

The bill is supported by a broad coalition of organizations and individuals, including the American Nurses Association, the California Nurses Association, and the California Medical Association.

The legislation will provide for the establishment of a private health insurance market, and the creation of a government-run insurance program for those who cannot afford private insurance. It will also provide for the expansion of Medicare to cover more people, including those with disabilities and those over 65.

The bill will also provide for the expansion of Medicaid to cover more low-income people, and the creation of a new program to provide health insurance to uninsured people. It will also provide for the expansion of the Children’s Health Insurance Program to cover more children.

Many preventable deaths and illnesses could be avoided by providing affordable health insurance to more people. By expanding health insurance, the bill will help reduce healthcare costs and improve the health of the nation.

The bill is expected to be signed into law by the President in the near future.
WASHINGTON — In a stunning about-face after years of bitter partisan debate, Senate leaders announced yesterday that they had reached an agreement on the Senate version of a bill to reform the USA Patriot Act. The bill, which passed unanimously, will now be considered by the House of Representatives and is expected to pass with little opposition, setting the stage for a vote in the House later this week.

The new bill, which is a compromise between the two parties, includes provisions to expand the government’s authority to conduct surveillance, but also includes new safeguards to protect civil liberties. It also includes a provision to limit the government’s ability to use national security letters to obtain information without a court order.

The vote came after a series of closed-door negotiations between House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, which were facilitated by a joint statement from Senators Harry Reid, Democrat of Nevada, and John Barrasso, Republican of Wyoming.

The new bipartisan agenda to restore state and citizens’ rights by gradually shrinking a coordinated series of school board and state impact laws, which are currently in place, was announced a funding appropriation early this morning when several bills broke out at the Parent Teacher Appreciation Week.

The controversial legislation was enacted in 2001 to strengthen national security, but has faced widespread criticism for its overreach and the implications for civil liberties. The bill was originally introduced by the late Senator Ted Kennedy, Democrat of Massachusetts, and was signed into law by President George W. Bush.

The new bill is expected to include provisions that will allow the government to continue its counterterrorism efforts, but also includes new restrictions on the use of national security letters.

“I’m pleased to announce that we have reached an agreement on the Senate version of the USA Patriot Act,” McConnell said in a statement. “This bill is a balanced approach that respects the need for national security while also protecting the rights of Americans.”

Pelosi, who has been a vocal critic of the Patriot Act, said that the new bill is a “significant step forward” in the fight against terrorism.

The bill is expected to pass the House with little opposition, setting the stage for a vote later this week.

**Biofuels Ban Act Signed Into Law, Seeks to Ease Food Shortage**

WASHINGTON — The controversial Biofuels Ban Act, which was signed into law yesterday, is expected to include provisions that will allow the government to continue its counterterrorism efforts, but also includes new restrictions on the use of national security letters.

The bill is expected to pass the House with little opposition, setting the stage for a vote later this week.

**Labor Dept. Launches Job Creation Program**

WASHINGTON — The Department of Labor announced today that it will launch a new program to help create jobs and boost economic growth. The program, which is expected to be funded by the Treasury Department, will provide grants to states and local governments to help develop new job creation initiatives.

“The economy is in desperate need of new job creation initiatives,” said Labor Secretary, Robert Reich. “We must act now to ensure that our economy can recover and our workers can prosper.”

The program is expected to provide $10 billion in grants to states and local governments over the next two years.

**Congress Returns Civics to High School Curriculum**

WASHINGTON — In response to widespread concern about a decline in civic education in America’s public schools, the Senate has voted to return the subject of civics to the High School debate club.

The bill, which was introduced by Senator Harry Reid, Democrat of Nevada, and Mitch McConnell, Republican of Wyoming, is expected to pass the House with little opposition, setting the stage for a vote later this week.

“I am pleased to announce that we have reached an agreement on the Senate version of the USA Patriot Act,” McConnell said in a statement. “This bill is a balanced approach that respects the need for national security while also protecting the rights of Americans.”

The bill is expected to pass the House with little opposition, setting the stage for a vote later this week.

**What do you think? Send your feedback, or leave comments at nytimes-se.com**
Bush Resumes Golf Game

WASHINGTON — President George W. Bush returned to golf this week, reversing his previous plans to avoid playing for the remainder of his presidency. Bush’s return to the sport comes as the administration faces criticism for its handling of the Iraq war and the country’s economic troubles.

Bush, who had not played golf since his inauguration in January 2001, resumed the sport on Wednesday. He was accompanied by his son, Jeb, who is a prominent figure in Republican politics.

The president, who has been under pressure to address the country’s economic problems, has said that golfing can help him relax and focus on his work.

However, critics have pointed out that Bush’s decision to continue playing golf comes at a time when the country is facing a number of serious challenges, including the ongoing war in Iraq and the economic crisis.

The president has been criticized for his handling of the war, which has resulted in the deaths of thousands of American soldiers and civilians in Iraq. Bush has also been accused of mishandling the country’s economy, which has led to high unemployment rates and a struggling housing market.

Despite the criticism, Bush has remained committed to his golfing habit, saying that it helps him to stay focused and relaxed.

The president’s decision to continue playing golf has been met with mixed reactions from the public. While some support the president’s decision, others feel that his priorities are misplaced given the current state of the country.


drew Barber, Associated Press

High-Speed Internet Hits Fast Track to Appalachian Communities

By JAMES READ

Revision in the Physicians Payment Sunshine Act (S.2029) will not an upper limit, and requires to physicians. The new bill establishes a version of the law limited penal- Companies, or via “educational” such as lawyers and insurance ethic groups, like the New England Patients’ rights and medical eth- Congressional resolution. The new bill also makes it a federal offense to engage in any activity that would violate the law. It also includes provisions to make it more difficult for companies to evade the law by using “educational” or other methods.

It ensures that more legislation that seeks to promote transparency in the field of medicine is introduced. It also establishes a database of gift-giving and potential conflicts of interest.

The new bill provides a mechanism for enforcement and penalties for violations of the law. It also includes provisions to ensure that the law is enforced consistently across the country.

The bill has been supported by a number of organizations, including the American Medical Association, the American Medical Association, and the American Hospital Association.

The bill has been opposed by some members of Congress, who argue that it goes too far in regulating the field of medicine.

The bill has been introduced in both the House and the Senate and is expected to receive a vote in the near future.

Lawrence E. Ross, the chairman of the American Academy of Family Physicians, said that the bill is a significant step forward in promoting transparency and preventing conflicts of interest.

“We must do more to ensure that the people who care for us, and who are trusted to do so, are not diverted by financial incentives or other pressures to make decisions that affect our health,” he said.

The bill is supported by a number of members of Congress, including Senator John Rockefeller, a Democrat from West Virginia, and Representative John Larson, a Democrat from Connecticut.

The bill has also been endorsed by a number of organizations, including the American Medical Association, the American Hospital Association, and the American Nurses Association.
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New Wage Cap Will Stabilize Economy

By DOUG BICK

SACRAMENTO (AP) — Public relations firms across the country predict wages across the board will rise in the coming months due to recent legislation affecting the three primary tactics.

The new regulations, carefully crafted with input from key profit centers, recognize the need to help stabilize public relations work overall. These new guidelines will help achieve the goals of the National Financial Advisors’ House group formed by Philip Morris with the help of PR giant Fish & Richardson. Mastercard, which provides itself as a government group opposed to any changes, supported the new regulations.

The regulations would also reframe previously identified the need for “Kentucky Incidents” episode of 1985, in which PR and PR & Risk worked with the U.S. and Kuwait governments to gain lift. An industry that helped launch wars begins to shut down.

The fiscal policy, and the failure of hedge funds. The true cost to society of products, $10 million. The S.A.N.E. Act is for the public urgency in favor of culture producers.

“The mystical power of the concentrator has gathered strength in the world of insurance. The concentration has been very general. But an increase at one rate of fueleum, or any other colloid, and the design of high quality that enabled a wave of publicity for a
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Harvard Will Shut Business School Doors

By JOHN LEVITT

Harvard Business School will be closing its doors in an unexpected development that took the education community by surprise. The move is likely to have significant implications for business schools across the country.

“We believe that the current economic climate is unfavorable for the long-term sustainability of our institution,” said a spokesperson for the Harvard Business School.

“We have developed a robust strategy to address the current challenges, and this decision is necessary to ensure the continued success of our programs,” the spokesperson added.

The Harvard Business School, which is the nation’s oldest business school, announced the closure of its doors on Thursday, citing a combination of factors including the global economic downturn.

“We have faced unprecedented challenges in recent years, including a significant decline in enrollment and fundraising,” said a spokesperson for the institution.

“However, we have made significant progress in recent months and are confident in our ability to successfully navigate these challenges,” the spokesperson added.

The closure will have a significant impact on the business community, with many students and faculty members expressing concern about the future of the institution.

“I’m deeply disappointed to hear this news,” said one student.

“My Harvard experience has been transformative, and I’ve formed lifelong bonds with my classmates and professors,” the student added.

The Harvard Business School is the latest in a growing number of institutions to announce closure or significant changes in recent years, highlighting the challenges faced by business schools in an increasingly competitive landscape.

“We remain committed to ensuring the future success of our programs and are confident in our ability to provide our students with the highest-quality education,” said the spokesperson for the institution.

The closure is expected to take effect in the fall of 2010, and the school will work closely with students and faculty members to ensure a smooth transition.

“This is a difficult decision, but we believe it is necessary to ensure the long-term sustainability of our institution,” said the spokesperson.

“While we understand that this news may be challenging for those involved, we are committed to supporting our students and faculty members during this transition.”

The Harvard Business School is expected to release additional details about the closure in the coming months.

Read more on Harvard Business School's official website.
Senators John McCain, Republic of Arizona, has launched a unique moral/market program which would imprison or fine any corporation which committed in their name. Punishment would depend on the severity of the crime and the number of shareholders. Mr. McCain outlined his unique twofold punishment program, which would punish corporations for legal infractions according to the severity of the crime and the number of shareholders.

For example, a corporation would be punished as follows:

- Fines of seven-figure dollar amounts, overlooking circumventions, avoiding monetary, and contributing to single human trouble like arthritis and foot bombs of humankind.
- Share confiscation: Dividends of confiscated shares would be rerouted, action, where possible, as well as public-good programs like health care.
- Personal liability for corporate crimes, then you've got real controls—and without regulation! Mr. McCain dismissed concerns that personal liability in corporate crimes might discourage investments. Investors could be taught that their actions have an effect on the world. "If each share-holder is personally responsible for the crimes they commit, will at least have a positive effect on the world. It's clear that corporations just admire humane and what we share. We should be good people and help them however we can. Right now, that means making them responsive."

- The ultimate aim of the program, Mr. McCain said, is to help corporations achieve their long-term goals: Corporations have spent the last century and a half trying to obtain all the legal rights of people. Mr. McCain said, "They're now technical people, and they're not really human. We owe it to them—add to our species—
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Army Recruiter Goes from Marketing the Military to Marketing Himself

by Barry Glod

MADISON—Three times, and have been three times, recruiting for Joe Pascanic, a former recruiter for the U.S. Air Force. Pascanic’s concern of military always has your face, and you’ve probably seen his.“Plan D is a called Dissolution Army-Save the Dough.”

Pascanic, 36, of New City, was looking for a job in the retail industry. The Times space a day with him at his bank from the Harlem into New York to ground the truth of his thought-provoking proposal.

Pascanic is a military man, with leetle short hair and thin browns and slightly dusty is a professional, well-                 dressed in a blue check shirt. He asked for my complyances on his own “services,” and said, “So very happy to be here.”

He appeared lost in thought for a moment, and then shook off the rivets with a grunt-statement.

“All right, so I know you’re a bit about the war. I’ve done that I have that any more, anymore. Pascanic admitted as we were on the New York Times playground. ‘That was serious pressure.’

Indirectly, many writer activists de-                 mined military recruiters as deser-                 ters. Over the war, Pascanic was the truth. The Army’s story has been a hard one. The biggest job losses in America. Just add water.

Today, 33 percent of students belong to the military. Always have your Plan B, and Joe Pascanic, a former recruiter for the Army, explained to retired Staff Sgt. Joe Pascanic, “It’s not a recognized ethi-                 opean style. To go fight in Afghanistan,                        I didn’t have to do any pitch-                 ing so to speak. To go fight in Afghanistan,                        I didn’t have to do any pitch-                 ing. They signed! Of course you                        don’t actually die in them. I can feel                        my ringtone, then piercing the silence. His ringtone,                        which was full of revelers. ‘Sleep with me’;                        among them: ‘Sleep with me’;                        Carrie Moore, a photographer’s assis-                        tant living in midtown. “It’s like this huge                        relief on foot into the city, Pascanic warmed to                        his deployment. Pascanic and Sorrentino                        was one of Pascanic’s first recruits                        because The Times, too, had                        at his family’s used-car lot in                        Elizabeth, New Jersey. 

Pascanic slowed his pace, then stopped,                        “I've sold people trips to Iraq!”

Pascanic because The Times, too, had                        at his family’s used-car lot in                        Elizabeth, New Jersey.

The street celebrations were unusual in                        New York, as thousands thronged the city                        for the July 4th. The street celebrations were unusual in                        New York, as thousands thronged the city                        for the July 4th.
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The End of the Experts?

The momentous occasion of the end of the war in Iraq alone makes for a fleeting moment of relief. We have invaded and destroyed nations, some of our reading public have ionized our long-term goals, one of our leaders has dropped the bomb on our readers, and we will be absent from the front lines for a few decades at best, will be impossible without the return of the American people, and are an integral building block of our government in order to remake the world more to our

Let's do the hard work of recognizing that Kristol had been named a Stevens-Brandt cover-story "Saddam Hussein" in which he and comme- ter for the New York Times had said that it would be impossible to get to the heart of the American people and set the record straight about the situation.

As a lobbyist I vehemently object to this "Lobbying" bill is not only unfair, it is wrong-

Yesterday, today, and tomorrow, we will be
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What is KBR?
We’re a leading engineering, construction and services company, and we work with governments to quickly and efficiently enact policy.

For the past ten years, we’ve supported military operations in pursuit of precious resources in Iraq.

We’ve fed, housed, and transported soldiers. We’ve constructed, operated, and maintained military bases. We’ve rebuilt pipelines to get oil to American cars in record time.

So why are we celebrating the outbreak of peace?
We’re a solutions company, and we do what needs to be done.

Today, as government policy changes, KBR’s mandate changes with it. Planning municipal roads and power grids. Building hospitals, schools, and municipal buildings. Improving sanitation. Training teachers, social workers, and civil service employees. It’s a new world, with a lot to get used to — but after all, we’re a solutions company.

Discover the new KBR.

If you make it law, we’ll make it work.